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TULSA, US: Will this plane land safely?
That question was very much on the minds

of the 87 passengers on the revamped Boeing
737 MAX’s first public flight Wednesday fol-
lowing a 20-month grounding after two fatal
crashes. US authorities last month gave the
green light for the plane to return to service
after upgrades in the wake of the two calamities
that killed 346 people.

Wednesday’s promotional American Airlines
voyage between Dallas, Texas and Tulsa, Okla-
homa was intended to reassure the public before
American resumes commercial service on the jet
on December 29. The trip began with American
flight attendants reviewing security procedures
before distributing bottled water.

As he welcomed passengers, pilot Pete Gam-
ble testified to the plane’s safety and reliability.

“The systems changes, the scrutiny the air-
planes are going through, plus the training that
we’ve enforced, has really brought back the con-
fidence level,” Gamble said. 

“It needed to go through the scrutiny. It did.”
Before flying the MAX, each American pilot is
required to undertake a two-hour training
course on a computer tablet, followed by an hour
of flight simulator training, followed then by two
hours with a colleague when pilots react to dif-
ferent flying scenarios.

Aside from some turbulence along the way,
Wednesday’s 50-minute flight to Tulsa pro-

ceeded uneventfully. Throughout, passengers
donning face masks because of the coronavirus
and separated by a seat due to social distancing
betrayed no obvious anxiety.

The everyday passenger not steeped in avi-
ation will see no obvious markers of the MAX.
The seats give only the numbers 737, though the
wheel labels the jet as a “73-8x.”

American has said that all customers who buy
tickets on the plane will be notified of flights em-
ploying the MAX. The carrier will provide alter-
native trips to passengers who don’t want to fly
on the plane. “Safety is our number one priority,”
said American Chief Operating Officer David
Seymour. “There are no exceptions.”

Strict regimen 
In Tulsa, Roger Steele, a 34-year veteran at

American Airlines, is overseeing the process of
readying the jets so they can return to the skies.
Steele said he has always loved the Boeing 737
MAX and was present when the giant US carrier
received its first MAX jets.

All the jets must go through four days of in-
tense work before being cleared for service.
Teams work 24 hours a day at a warehouse on
two planes at a time to check the pressure on the
tires, the hydraulic systems, the motors and other
plane parts.  Staff also update plane software
systems in the cockpit and modify plane cables.

All of these steps are mandated by the US

Federal Aviation Administration, which last
month authorized the plane to return to service
under strict protocols. “We started the very
same day,” Steele said.  Around 20 MAX planes
have already been cleared for the tarmac.

Maintenance crews were on hand “to make
sure that this aircraft is ready for your family,
for my family, all of our loved ones, to get on
board,” said Erik Olund, who manages base
maintenance. — AFP
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European stocks 
slip on poor data
LONDON: Europe’s equity markets slipped yesterday on
survey data indicating the region’s economy continued to be
battered by coronavirus fallout, despite recent vaccine-dri-
ven optimism, dealers said.

Investors weighed Covid-19 vaccine hopes against rising
infections and uncertainty surrounding a post-Brexit trade
deal, OPEC oil output and a US stimulus package. In late
morning deals, London’s benchmark FTSE 100 index edged
down 0.1 percent, having rallied the previous day after a slid-
ing pound pushed up shares in multinationals.

Confirmation that Britain will next week start rolling out
the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine against Covid-19 has mean-
while led to traders booking profits following big share-price
gains in recent weeks on expectations of mass inoculations
before 2021. In eurozone trades Thursday, Frankfurt’s DAX
30 index dipped 0.6 percent and the Paris CAC 40 shed 0.5
percent.

Oil prices slid before a crucial OPEC production gather-
ing that starts at 1300 GMT, while the British pound clawed
back some of the previous day’s losses amid troubled post-
Brexit deal talks between the UK and the European Union.  

Virus impact 
“A more cautious mood has descended on stock markets

in Europe... after final PMI readings provided a less than stel-
lar outlook for the region,” noted analyst Chris Beauchamp
at trading firm IG. “The rash of figures confirmed the pes-
simistic near-term view of the eurozone economy and for the
UK as well.

“Losses on stock markets are still relatively modest (be-
cause) everyone can see it will have been tough month thanks
to (virus) lockdown measures bearing down on economic
performance,” Beauchamp added. Data provider IHS Markit
said its closely-watched composite eurozone purchasing
managers’ index (PMI) index fell to 45.3 points in November
from 50 points in October, according to final estimates.
Britain’s services PMI dropped to 47.6 from 51.4. Any read-
ing above 50 points indicates that activity is expanding —
but a level below 50 points indicates contraction.

Asia upbeat 
In contrast to Europe, Asian stock markets mostly rose

Thursday as investors tracked renewed US stimulus talks in
Washington, while the mood remains upbeat owing to vac-
cine developments. Traders are now focusing on regulators
in the US and Europe, and the global vaccine rollout that will
allow life to get back to normal and the world economy back
on track. Wall Street enjoyed another broadly positive day,
with the S&P 500 chalking up another record close, while
the Dow also advanced, though the Nasdaq inched down
from Tuesday’s all-time high. Speaker Nancy Pelosi threw her
support behind a $908-billion compromise virus relief pack-
age proposed by a bipartisan group of lawmakers on Tues-
day. The proposal is however half what Democrats had
previously been pushing for. — AFP

Asia tech conference 
ditches Hong Kong 
for Malaysia
HONG KONG: A major Asia-focused tech conference announced
yesterday it is ditching Hong Kong in favor of Malaysia in a fresh
blow to the Chinese financial hub’s push to attract tech talent.

The annual RISE Conference brings together CEOs, startups and
investors and has been held in Hong Kong over the last five years.
But organizers said they would move their annual conference to
Kuala Lumpur in 2022. “Hosting RISE in Kuala Lumpur is going to
expand the event into an exciting region of Southeast Asia,” Casey
Lau, co-host of RISE said in a statement.

The decision comes as major tech firms fret over the accelerating
crackdown by Beijing on dissent in Hong Kong after last year’s huge
and sometimes violent democracy protests. 

In June, Beijing imposed a sweeping national security law that
grants authorities significant powers to access company servers and
networks. The crackdown prompted the United States to declare
Hong Kong no longer sufficiently autonomous from authoritarian
China, which blocks access to many of the world’s top tech compa-
nies.  After the law the was enacted, major tech companies like Face-
book, Google and Twitter said they were suspending requests from
the Hong Kong government and law enforcement authorities for in-
formation on users. —AFP

TULSA: The cockpit of an American Airlines Boeing 737 MAX at American Airlines’ main maintenance base in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, on Wednesday. — AFP


